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The TechSpace Programme is a national creative
education programme of Camara Ireland. Camara
has a vision of an Ireland where all young people
have the skills to realise their potential and
confidently create their future. TechSpace is a
bilingual programme that empowers educators in
all learning spaces to be creative with technology in
order to broaden skills, aspirations and opportunity
for young people.
Unit 3, Guinness Enterprise Centre,
Taylor’s Lane, Dublin 8
www.camaraireland.ie | www.techspace.ie
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Introduction
to TechSpace
STEAM
2019/2020
The TechSpace Programme is a national creative
education programme of Camara Ireland. Camara
has a vision of an Ireland where all young people have
the skills to realise their potential and confidently create
their future. TechSpace is a bilingual programme that
empowers educators in all learning spaces to be creative
with technology in order to broaden skills, aspirations and
opportunity for young people.
With support from Rethink Ireland and ESB, the
TechSpace STEAM Create project will allow 320 educators
to engage in STEAM education, impacting 7,500 young
people across Ireland by 2022.
This project is prioritising youth organisations and
DEIS schools in Ireland and working with young people at
a disadvantage, when it comes to accessing opportunity
and aspirations in education. It empowers youth workers
and family support staff to embed STEAM and 21st Century
skills in their work with young people, and facilitates a
growing network of 850 educators who are passionate
about providing new opportunities for young people.
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Rethink Ireland Funded
Deliverables (2019-2021)

1

2

Year 1 Goals

Year 2 Goals

Goals Status
Year End 2020

• Provide 150 educators with quality
CPD in STEAM

• Provide 150 educators with quality
CPD in STEAM

• 232 educators provided with quality
CPD in STEAM

• Reach 2,250 young people with
programme

• Reach 2,250 young people with
programme

• 3,480 young people reached with
programme

• Develop impact measurement
strategy for ESB Creative Tech Fest
TechFest event

• Measure the impact of the ESB
Creative Tech Fest event

• Impact measurement strategy for ESB
Creative Tech Fest developed and
implemented in 2020

• Expand STEAM programme to 30
new sites
• Membership of Online Community of
Practice 500 Youth Workers
• Train 20 teachers in STEAM for
Schools programme
• Reach 5 DEIS schools through STEAM
in Schools programme
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ESB Funded Deliverables
(2019-21)

• STEAM programme expanded to 135
sites

• 5 DEIS schools reached through
STEAM in Schools programme

Goals Status
Year End 2020

Expand STEAM in Youth Work Project to reach
300 youth workers by December 2021

232 youth workers reached by STEAM in Youth
Work Project by December 2020

Expand STEAM in Youth Work to 30 new
TechSpace sites

STEAM in Youth Work network expanded to 57
new sites

Develop and deliver the STEAM in Youth Work
programme content including: The ‘Maker’ and
‘Emerging Technologies’ module of NUI Level 8
Digital Creativity for Youth Settings

STEAM in Youth Work programme content on “The
Maker” and “Emerging Technologies” developed
and delivered

Develop and deliver the STEAM components of
TechSpace workshops and online resources

STEAM components of TechSpace workshops and
online resources developed and delivered online

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

• Membership of Online Community of
Practice at 195 youth workers
• 21 teachers trained in STEAM for
Schools programme

Detail of Goal

Goal 4
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TechSpace
STEAM*
Create
Success Factors of
an ESB and Rethink
Ireland Sponsorship
for Camara Ireland
Generous support from
both ESB and Rethink
Ireland has meant that
the TechSpace STEAM
Create project has been
able to enhance its offerings
to youth workers, family
support workers and school
completion officers across
Ireland throughout 2020.
* STEAM = Science Technology Engineering Arts and Maths
14

This multi-partner approach to delivering the TechSpace STEAM
programme has enabled Camara to offer educators working in the youth
sector in Ireland enhanced training, STEAM equipment, ongoing
support and resources.
This year, Camara Ireland has seen an increase in educators
requesting equipment and support, through direct queries to the
TechSpace STEAM team and registration for course-related STEAM
Youth Kits. Within the current climate of Covid-19, being able to offer
these educational aides has been of great value.
More time has been invested in developing resources for the
TechSpace Online Network, a hub of educational information and
resources, in order to tailor it specifically to the ever-changing needs of
TechSpace educators.
The learning experiences of educators have enhanced, particularly
through improvement of our online training platform, the Camara
Learning Academy.
Finally, the involvement and in-kind support of our sponsors at key
stages throughout 2020, has enabled fast action, ensuring the needs of
participants are at the heart of all of the work.
15
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TechSpace STEAM
Major Milestones
1. Partnership Established
a. Partnerships have been established between Camara Ireland and
youth organisations, such as Barnardos Ireland, Youth Work Ireland,
family resource centres and TUSLA school completion programmes.

2. Training Developed
As an awardee of Rethink Ireland’s Children and Youth Fund
Camara Ireland have been supported to develop a strategy for growth
and sustainability with a designated business advisor from their
accelerator programme. After a market research exercise we are focusing
on supporting organisations and educational systems that have limited
expertise in the area of digital creativity for youth, to increase impact for
2021.
The TechSpace Theory of Change was also developed as part of
this process, alongside the added deliverable of improving our monitoring
and evaluation activity for ESB Creative Tech Fest. As a result of which,
an informed strategy for Camara Ireland’s monitoring and evaluation
framework was developed.
The ESB have supported staff to develop campaigns and enhance
the reach of TechSpace by improving the key messaging for the
programme and providing invaluable in-kind support on profile-raising for
young people, youth workers and awareness campaigns across Ireland.

a. 1 TechSpace Introduction to STEAM training programme
b. 1 TechSpace STEAM Online training course
c. 1 Emerging Technology training programme
d. 1 STEAM in Schools for Primary Teachers course
e. 1 STEAM in Schools for Secondary Teachers course

3. National Training Delivered
a. 232 educators trained across 23 counties
b. 12 students took part in a Level 8 Certificate in Digital Creativity in
Youth Settings at Maynooth University, Class of 2019-2020

4. ESB Creative Tech Fest and Events
a. ESB Creative Tech Fest was delivered on October 28th virtually
b. 131 Organisations were engaged through consultation
c. 689 young people attended an online ceremony from 54 organisations
d. An online Virtual Gallery and online VR scavenger hunt was developed
for attendees
e. 158 STEAM youth projects were submitted for exhibition

5. Hardware Deployed

Techspace is inspiring young
people towards a brighter future.

#flipthescript
#ESBCreativeTech
Create | Invent | Inspire
16

a. 260 TechSpace STEAM Youth Kits delivered to youth educators
b. 1000 ESB Creative Tech Fest party packs delivered to 54 organisations

6. Regional Tech Support Sessions
a. ESB Creative Tech Fest support consultations and equipment offered
to TechSpace Network

7. Membership of Online Community
of Practice 500 Youth Workers
a. 195 educators registered by Q4 2020

8. Impact Measurement
a. Pre and post-training evaluation of all TechSpace courses
b. Regular feedback and site updates maintained
c. Educator and young person feedback gathered from ESB Creative
Tech Fest
17
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TechSpace
Training Delivery &
Development

61

232

trainings delivered to date

educators trained in STEAM to
date

135

23

youth support organisations
reached

counties reached across
Ireland

Since 2019, The TechSpace
Team at Camara Ireland have
trained a cohort of specialised youth
workers and family support workers,
supporting vulnerable young people
aged 10-18 across a number of
youth settings across Ireland.
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After Covid-19 restrictions were implemented by the government
in March 2020, many youth workers were faced with a situation whereby
young people needed to rapidly engage in technology and be
supported through online platforms.
The TechSpace team were quick to respond - They developed a
“Facilitating TechSpace STEAM Online” course, designed to provide
educators with equipment-free STEAM activities, which could be easily
shared and carried out remotely by young people. The network of
champion TechSpace educators from across Ireland were also engaged
to determine challenges faced during this time of remote youth support,
with a vision of offering practical support solutions.
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A bank of resources was developed through the TechSpace Online
Network Platform to support the needs of over 800 educators in the
TechSpace network across Ireland.

128 55
educators provided with
online STEAM training,
tailored to remote youth
work

689

new educational
institutions reached, due
to new requirements
for remote educational
support throughout
Covid-19 restrictions

young people reached
through the first virtual
ESB Creative Tech Fest

Furthermore, 12 Digital Creativity specialists from various national
organisations such as Foróige, Youth Work Ireland and City of Dublin Youth
Services graduated through a Level 8 Certificate in Digital Creativity in Youth
Settings with the National University of Maynooth. The certificate was quickly
adapted to provide a blended learning approach during Covid-19 restrictions
for continued delivery. Further recruitment for 2021 was placed on hold to
give time for redevelopment and a needs analysis of the course.
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TechSpace STEAM
Trainings by County

TechSpace STEAM Organisational
Reach and Support
TechSpace STEAM Organisations Trained

Donegal
Sligo

Leitrim

Monaghan
Cavan

Mayo

Longford

Louth
Meath

Westmeath

Dublin

Offaly

Galway

Kildare
Wicklow

Laois

Clare

Carlow
Limerick
Tipperary
Waterford

Wexford

Kerry

A total of 23 counties were reached by TechSpace STEAM trainings
between 2019 and 2020.
22

An Síol, Child and Youth

Killinarden Family Resource Centre

Bagenalstown Family Resource Centre

Listowel Youth Theatre, St. John’s Theatre

Ballywaltrim SCP

Loughrea Primary Care Centre

Barnardos Ireland

Manor St John Youth Service

Belvedere Youth Project

Mountrath Community Forum

Blakestown Youth Initiative

NEWKD

Borrisokane National School

Ringsend Community Centre

Breffni Family Resource Centre

SMILE - St Munchin’s &

Candle Community Trust

Moyross SCP

Carlow Youth Training Centre

South Galway Family Services

Carrickmacross Library Techspace

Southill SCP

Clann Resource Centre

SSTAY SCP

Clare Youth Service

St Vincent de Paul

Clarin College

St. Malachy’s MNS

Coláiste Naomh Eoin

STEPS (Rosbrien Anseo) SCP

Coláiste UISCE

Tallaght Drug Prevention Project

Creative Youth Partnership

The Plough Youth Club

Crosscare

Tipperary Town SCP

Donaghmede Ayrfield Edenmore SCP

Tuam Youth Services

Dundalk Youth Theatre

Tullamore Family Resource Centre

Empowerment Plus

Tusla Education Support Services

Ennis SCP

Waterford & South Tipperary Community Youth Service

Extern

Waterford Youth Arts

Ferns Diocesan Youth Service

West Limerick SCP

Foróige

West Sligo Family Resource Centre

Forum Connemara CLG Adolescent Support Project

Western Traveller Intercultural Development (STAR)

Galway Childcare Committee

Westside Family Support

Galway Rural Development

YMCA Dublin

Jesus and Mary Secondary School

Young Ballymun

Kerry Diocesan Youth Service

Youth Work Ireland

Kerry Education and Training Board

Youth Work Ireland Midlands

KICKS SCP

Youthreach
23
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“

Just to say as a novice STEAM Youth Justice Worker, this course has been
very helpful and beneficial to my work with young people.”

Fiona, Crosscare

“

I thoroughly enjoyed the training, and it was really beneficial in
helping us to establish our STEAM project here at Mountrath
Community Forum Community Group. Thank you.”

Ann Marie, Mountrath Community Forum

“

TechSpace STEAM Online
Training Findings
Pre-Course Feedback: Educators Who Have Used
STEAM in Their Work Before Participating in Course
The above data demonstrates that,
prior to participating in the TechSpace
STEAM Online course, 39% of participants
had used STEAM in their work with young
people before, while 61% had not.

Geraldine, Barnardos Ireland

Number of Responses

10

5

0

“

Kate, St Malachy’s MNS
24

Plans for now are to run a mix of online and face-toface sessions (taking in consideration Covid), with
as much self-directed (learning) as members can
do themselves. Hoping to link in with other Foróige
projects to support not only members but also staff
that are promoting STEAM in their projects.

Post-Course Feedback:
Educator’s Satisfaction with
Course Content
N = 28

15

10

5

0
3

5

4
Educators’ Rating of Course (Scale of 0-5)

The above graph demonstrated educators’ rating
of the TechSpace STEAM Online course across
2020. The 28 survey participants rated the quality
of the course as 4.3/5 (out of 5) on average, with
none rating it lower than a 3.

10.0%

It was an excellent course. I really enjoyed it and found the resources very
helpful!”

No: 60.7%

Post-Course Feedback:
Educator’s Overall Rating Course
N = 28

“

N = 28

Before they attended the STEAM
online training 61% of participants had never
used STEAM in their work. This shows that
there is a gap in their knowledge and skill set
which this training helped to address.

15

Found the overall course extremely interesting. Something I would
have never come across before. I like the idea of cheap resources
to use or to ‘upcycle’ things already around the house. I also like
the idea of it being ok to make mistakes and to empower young
people to figure out solutions for themselves. Reassured that I as
a worker do not have to have the answers.”

Yes: 39.3%
No: 60.7%

Really great and short training course. Very innovative resources and I was
very pleased to have people with the knowledge explaining them to me.”

Jason, Foróige

Yes: 39.3%

Number of Responses

What Educators Had to Say

Demographic of Young
People Reached by
TechSpace STEAM
Online Course

30.0%
60.0%
Poor mental health: 30.0%
Disabled: 10.0%
Ethnic Minority: 60.0%
N = 28

3

4

5

Educators’ Rating of Course (Scale of 0-5)

The above graph demonstrated educators’ level
of satisfaction with the course content covered
throughout the TechSpace STEAM Online course
in 2020. All participants surveyed rated their level
satisfaction with course content between 3 and
5 (out of 5), with a rating of 5 being selected by
43% of educators.
The above chart demonstrates the demographic
of young people supported by the educators who
attended the TechSpace STEAM Online course.
Ethnic minorities make up a large proportion
(60%) of young people potentially reached by the
STEAM content of this course, while those with
disabilities (10%) and poor mental health (30%)
also represent significant proportions.
25
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Impact Stories
School Completion
Programme

The School Completion Programme (SCP) is an initiative which
aims to have a positive impact on retention of young people at risk of
early school leaving. There are currently 122 SCP projects nationwide
comprising 299 primary schools and 112 post-primary schools. Local
Management Committees in each project area have worked diligently
to put together retention plans supporting young people between the
ages of 4 and 18 who are at risk of early school leaving. Many different
supports have been developed, adopted and reviewed over this period
under the four SCP headings: In-school support, after-school support,
out-of-school support and holiday support.
The TechSpace STEAM team has seen a noticeable trend, with
21% of those who attended a TechSpace STEAM training between 2019
and 2020 being School Completion Programme staff. In partnership
with local champion educators, Camara Ireland have developed good
relationships with SCP representatives in Limerick, Galway and Dublin.
Regional partnerships have information sessions for local managers,
and staff from Tusla family support services. To date, our findings have
demonstrated that the School Completion Programme network is very
interested in gaining access to TechSpace’s curriculum-linked content for
after-school programmes.
26
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Case Study: Ballywaltrim School
Completion Programme

Based on feedback from SCP staff, TechSpace STEAM content
has been utilised with young people at risk of early school leaving
in the form of after-school support, homework clubs, out-of-school
programmes, holiday programmes and learning support programmes. In
terms of TechSpace STEAM training, SCP staff have expressed the need
for support in obtaining STEAM equipment and access to local expertise
from the TechSpace team on an ongoing basis.
At this year’s ESB Creative Tech Fest, Suzanne Kelly of Ballywaltrim
SCP was nominated as Educator of the Year, due to her energetic work in
bringing STEAM to students of St Killian’s school in Bray. After hearing of
her nomination, Suzanne said, “Thank you so much for the nomination - I
really appreciate it. I’ve never been nominated for anything before!”

“

We ran an after school programme in STEAM for a
group of 2nd Years and we are planning on running
another group after Christmas in the primary school.
We also deliver it as an activity for out-of-school
students.”

“

We are currently involved in a national pilot for
Gaisce for 2nd Years and we are using STEAM
as our skills section. This is where we are
hoping to access more TechSpace training as
a lot of the students have selected STEAM as
their second block option. So we’re looking for
more ideas around developing it.”
Jane Sharpe, Coordinator, Ballywaltrim SCP, Wicklow

28
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Case Study: Barnardos
Ireland

“

We started up a STEAM club after school on
Wednesdays with 2nd year students as part of a pilot
Gaisce programme. WE have done holograms and
paper circuits. We are also doing it with one other
student who is out of school and he loves it.”
Suzanne Kelly, Project Worker, Ballywaltrim SCP, Wicklow
A student within Ballywaltrim’s SCP programme, Adam Anoar, submitted a
hugely inventive project of a STEAM racer that he created this summer. His
project won the Energy for Generations Award at ESB Creative Tech Fest.

30

An organisational partnership between Camara Ireland and
Barnardos Ireland was established this year. In April 2020, the Barnardos
Best Practice Officer attended the TechSpace STEAM Online Course,
with the aim of embedding STEAM within her own organisation. After each
training session the best practice officer developed a report and shared
this with senior management. Following on from this, both organisations
discussed the potential to develop an in-depth pilot project based in
County Limerick. The aim of this pilot would be to support young people
under Barnardos’ care and their support teams, in exploring the Empathy
of STEAM Learning. Camara will continue to develop their partnership
with Barnardos by seeking ways in which we can obtain regional funding
for this in 2021.

Case Study: Activating the
TechSpace Network
Our current TechSpace Network consists of 961
educators in 488 designated TechSpace sites nationally
(we have a presence in every county). 49 of these
educators have been assigned as ‘Cluster Coordinators’
i.e. champions within their organisations who have been
provided the time and responsibility within their role to
maintain and grow digital creativity programmes.
During 2020, we facilitated three meetups with
TechSpace Cluster Coordinators. These regional
TechSpace “champions” enable the training content and
support provided to reach as many educators and young
people as possible. During these meetups, educators had
the opportunity to voice their concerns and the challenges
faced in light of Covid-19 restrictions and incorporating
STEAM education into their work. Many educators told
us that they were struggling to engage with, and support
young people in their area, due to technological disinterest
and inaccessibility. These meetups enabled educators to
discuss common problems, offer solutions to one another,
and clarify what they require from the TechSpace team
by way of support. They were keen to guide their young
people to take part in an online ESB Creative Tech Fest,
as a result a new approach to the delivery of an annual
celebration event for young people was developed within
a three month timeframe.
31
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Formal Education Sector
STEAM in Schools

In Autumn 2020, Camara Ireland was awarded additional support
under Rethink Ireland’s Boost It Fund to enhance efforts at supporting
educators in need, during Covid-19. Within the pilot STEAM in Schools
programme, Camara hopes to engage primary and post-primary DEIS
school educators, to bring creative new STEAM activities to their
classrooms.
This will enable teachers working in the formal education sector to
facilitate engaging and meaningful STEAM activities with their students
while also working to achieve cross-curricular learning outcomes. This
project will be a support to the range of curricula currently offered in
each of the participating schools.
To date, 5 schools have been recruited, creative technology
resources were developed, and two STEAM in Schools sessions
facilitated with 21 teachers - One with 15 primary teachers and one with
6 post-primary teachers. At this early stage, we have good indication
that teacher interest and engagement is high and we look forward
to further developing this programme in 2021, with formal education
settings in mind.
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Plans for
TechSpace
STEAM in 2021
A Focus on
TechSpace Educators
We aim to establish a more structured schedule
of Cluster Coordinator meetups in the coming year.
We would like our educators to have the chance to get
more from direct engagement with the TechSpace team,
through a regular exchange of STEAM resources and
activities. We specifically seek to strengthen the codependent relationship between Cluster Coordinators and
the overall TechSpace Network. Developing and adapting
the latest offer of equipment and activities for educators to
be digitally agile in their approach to working with young
people.

Growth of the
TechSpace Online
Network
Following on from a year since the creation of the
TechSpace Online Network, we feel that this educational
hub of TechSpace resources requires a revamp. We feel
that it could be more user-friendly, easily accessible and
relatable to specific educators’ needs. To date, it has been
quite challenging engaging educators to use the Online
Network and we feel that upon reconstructing the platform,
a social media push will gain more traction for this valuable
resource. Through TechSpace team direction and educator
consultation, we hope to redevelop and relaunch the
TechSpace Online Network in 2021.

36
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Partnership
Development &
Working
We plan to expand the TechSpace STEAM
programme to include more involvement from Tusla,
School Completion Programme and Family Support
Service staff. Through managerial engagement, we will
liaise with national representatives to encourage their
personnel to avail of TechSpace STEAM training, as a
way of integrating STEAM education with their work with
young people. In 2021, Camara team members will meet
with management within these respective organisations,
to determine how best to collaborate on this STEAM
programme goal.
In 2021, we hope to have a wider organisational
reach to Tusla and family support services nationwide. We
hope to create more regional TechSpace educator hubs,
in communities where disadvantaged youth are the main
target. In order to do this, we will consult with regional area
managers and organisational representatives. By finding
out their needs and preferences around STEAM skills
within their staff, we can ensure that content is tailored to
their needs, hopefully ensuring further engagement from
new educators.

Development of Youth
Voices
We would like to reach out more to the young people within
our network, in order to learn more about their specific interests
within creative technology in 2021. We want to be able to align the
training we provide to educators to directly reflect the desires of
young people, and this cannot happen without inclusion of youth
voices. Through several impact measurement methods, we aim to
find ways to link TechSpace content more directly to young people
and enhance our current mechanisms for recognising their work
annually.
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In Conclusion:
A Note from Miriam
Harte, TechSpace
STEAM Education
Officer

Enhancing Blended
Learning and Approaches
to Creative Technology in
Youth Work
The provision of TechSpace training has taken on a very different
form in 2020, one requiring a combination of online webinars and handson training sessions. This has brought with it a mix of advantages and
disadvantages for both educators and training facilitators. Going forward,
we would like to dedicate our focus to ensuring our standard of training is
best catered to educators’ needs, while also complying with local Covid-19
restrictions. To this end, we will redevelop STEAM training content so
that it will provide educators with hands-on STEAM activities, in a way
which is engaging and valuable to their young people. We hope to do this
by combining in-person and online learning, providing educators with a
blended learning approach to STEAM in their youth work.

38

It has been a hugely challenging year for us all. We
have faced challenges in how we work, how we learn and
how we communicate with one another. However I feel that
the TechSpace Network of educators and young people
have been crucial in all the success which we’ve seen
in 2020. Their commitment and enthusiasm has shone
through, both in their engagement with TechSpace events,
such as ESB Creative Tech Fest, and in their commitment
to continue learning new methods of creative technology.
To this end, partnerships have been strengthened
at a time when they’ve most needed the high level of
support which the TechSpace team can offer. In 2020, we
have seen 97 new educators attend Techspace STEAM
Online training from 55 organisations, in search of ways
to remotely engage their young people in new activities.
Related feedback from new TechSpace Network members
has been positive, specifically in the role it has played in
enabling them to continue to support their young people
as efficiently as possible, during the pandemic.
In the coming year, we hope to enhance connections
with new organisations at a managerial level, as well
as further fulfill the needs and interests of our existing
network. We hope to create new ways to oversee the
progress which educators and young people have made
through TechSpace STEAM activities and where they plan
to take their new skills. We will do everything within our
power to assist them in meeting their STEAM aspirations.
Most importantly, we will endeavour to stand by the
TechSpace Network at a time of continued change and
unpredictability. The TechSpace team’s ability to adapt
to new challenges has ensured success for 2020 and will
continue to do so in 2021.
39
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www.camaraireland.ie
www.techspace.ie
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